
Gold lapis pyramid with orgonite 
 

Powerful orgone generator with lapis lazuli & African herbs (“muti”)  

for protection against psychic attacks (black magic, etc.) and electromagnetic radiation (from 

smartphones, WLAN, etc.)    

 
The benefits of orgonite ... 

... can be experienced on many levels and can now be proven through various experiments.  Orgonite 

converts stagnant negative energy (DOR) into positive life energy (POR or Positive Orgon Energy). 

In this way orgonite protects against harmful radiation from cell phone towers and other man-made 

sources, promotes the growth and health of plants, humans and animals and raises general awareness.   

Mobile orgone generators, either cone-shaped (HHG) and pyramid-shaped, are ideal for use at home, in the 

house, in the garden or at work, in the office for example. 

 

 

 

A psychic and healer friend of Georg Rietschl's came to him with a relatively clear idea of how these pyramids 

should look like and what they should contain. 

 

The Gold Lapis Pyramid consists of an inner pyramid, covered with gold leaf. The tip has a recess where the lapis 

lazuli is located.  Lapis lazuli is also known as the “stone of truth”.  Apart from the lapis and other crystals, in the 

base of the pyramid is a gilded cross where the muti powder from African herbal medicine is integrated. 

 

From her experience, the clairvoyant and healer confirms that the muti powder provides very strong spiritual and 

mental protection against black magic.  She uses the muti-orgonite to treat her patients or clients who often suffer 

from psychic attacks. 

 

INGREDIENTS & PROPERTIES: 

✓ Orgonite-Matrix (brings stagnating energy (DOR Deadly Orgone Radiation) into a biocompatible 

alignment (POR Positive Orgone Radiation). Orgonite is the basis of all our healing devices. 

✓ Muti powder (for protection against black or dark magic) 

✓ Lapis lazuli (helps to express thoughts and emotions more easily) 

✓ Quartz crystal (carries vibrations, to amplify frequencies) 

✓ Gilded cross in the base with muti (from African herbal medicine)  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Details: Gold lapis pyramid with orgonite - GTiN 4260-3730-2058-6* - Ø = 87mm, h ca. 87mm (all dimensions are approximate - product is handmade 

- appearance may differ from picture.) Manufakture: Orgonise Africa - PO Box 72397 - Parkview, Johannesburg 2122, South Africa - 
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